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1.

INT. BEDROOM - EARLY MORNING
The predawn light casts the room in a baleful glow. HARD8
slowly and methodically packs a small suitcase, making
sure everything is in alignment and as space efficient as
possible. CLOVER44 enters carry a cup of coffee.
CLOVER44
I thought you might like -- what are you
doing?
HARD8
I didn't pack last night. I don't know.
Probably just made it... I don't know,
real. You know?
CLOVER44
Babe they don't let you bring anything
in.
HARD8
I forgot. I wonder if their socks are
made of cotton? I hope so. You get socks,
right?
CLOVER44
I'm pretty sure you get socks.
HARD8
Yeah. I think you get socks.
CLOVER44
I want you to know -HARD8
Don't. I appreciate it. I, I do. But that
won't make it easier. Not now. I can't go
in there like that.
CLOVER44
Ssshh. I'm not talking about me. You do
whatever you have to. Think about me.
Forget about me. It doesn't matter.
HARD8
I won't - I can't forget about you.
CLOVER44
You know what I'm saying. Just...
remember that I'm here no matter what no matter how long it takes. But what you
also need to know is that I'm not the
only one. What you're doing matters. It
matters to a lot of people.
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HARD8
I wish I could bring some of them with
me. One in particular.
CLOVER44
Fuck him. And you know what? Forget the
rest of us who do know what you're doing
and why you're doing it.
HARD8
Why? Cause everyone's gonna forget about
me? They will. I know how these things
work. People have short attention spans.
I'll be lucky if they even remember me
six months from now.
CLOVER44
That's not gonna happen. And you know
what? It doesn't matter anyway.
HARD8
What do you mean? I thought that was the
point, wasn't it? At least we got it. We
weren't just left floating alone watching
all this shit go down. We had each other.
Together we meant something.
CLOVER44
It's not about us. You and me. The group.
It never was. It's about what we are
doing. Jesus, baby - you're Thomas
Motherfucking Jefferson. History just
doesn't know it yet.
I love you.

HARD8

CLOVER44
I love you too, stupid.
HARD8
Hey. Be nice. I'm a legend... someday.
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